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Motivation
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Attention is not Explanation is overstating

Key points in previous paper:

- Attention weights should correlate with feature 
importance measures.

- Counterfactually, attention weight 
configurations ought to yield corresponding 
changes in prediction (and if they do not then 
are equally plausible as explanations)



Methods
- Feature erase method
- Generate alternative weight distribution
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- Attention Distribution is not a Primitive
“ From a modeling perspective, detaching 
the attention scores obtained by parts of 
the model degrades the model itself ”

- Existence does not Entail Exclusivity
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Uniform as the Adversary
- Examine whether attention is necessary in every 

dataset (ex. very simple task)

- Uniform Model Variant (attention weight distribution is 
frozen to uniform weights while training)

- Expectation: Large drop of performance if attention is a 
necessary component
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Uniform as the Adversary Results



Variance with a Model

- To test whether the variances (J&W) between trained 
attention scores and adversarially-obtained ones are 
unusual.

- Different initialization random seeds -> variance of attention 
distribution (baseline variance)



Variance with a Model Results
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Diagnosing Attention Distributions by 
Guiding Simpler Models

- A complementary approach to (J&W)
- Mitigate the contextual influence
- Replace LSTM with MLP
- Four weight settings:

- Uniform weights
- not freezing weights layer and train with MLP
- Base LSTM
- Weights found adversarially 
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Experiment Setup 
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Results
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Training an Adversary 
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- Model-consistent training protocol for finding adversarial attention distribution, which can be used in 
faithful explainability 

- To train model a to provide similar prediction scores for each instance as base model b,but distance 
its attention distribution from that of model b

- Loss function:

- TVD and JSD tradeoff



Explainability has many Definitions
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- Explainable AI: transparency, explainability, interpretability
- Plausible or faithful or both
- Adversarial found distributions confirmed and indicate not a 

faithful interpretation of the model


